
CISC 3620, Homework 5:
Lighting a sphere with two lights

Prof Michael Mandel

1 Introduction

For this assignment, we will start from the Phong-Blinn lighted sphere JSFiddle
that we used in class. We will be adding a second light source to the original
JSFiddle that we looked at in class.

Remember that the Phong-Blinn lighting model states that the illumination of a
point, ~x, with surface normal ~n, by a single light source coming from direction ~l,
is a combination of three terms: ambient, diffuse, and specular:

I(~x) = kaIa + kdIdb~̀ · ~nc+ + ksIsb~v · ~rcα+ (1)

where ~r is the direction of reflection, α is the shininess exponent, bzc+ =
max(z, 0), the k terms are surface colors for the ambient, diffuse, and specular
components, and the I terms are illumination colors for the ambient, diffuse,
and specular components.

In order to add a second light, let us define `1 to be the direction of the first
light, `2 to be the direction of the second light, and the same for r1 and r2 for
reflection directions. In that case,

I2(~x) = kaIa + kdId(b ~̀1 · ~nc+ + b ~̀2 · ~nc+) + ksIs
(
b~v · ~r1cα+ + b~v · ~r2cα+

)
(2)

This is the lighting we will be using in this assignment.

Note that for the purposes of this assignment, we will be assuming that all of
the lights are the same color and intensity and that it is only their position that
is different.

2 Fork my project

2.1. Go to https://jsfiddle.net/asterix77/xLuz6jkv/

2.2. Make sure you are logged in to the account you created for homework 1

2.3. Click on the “Fork” button to create your own copy of the fiddle

2.4. Click on the “Run” button to run it. You should see a lighted 3D sphere
shown in perspective.
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3 Update the vertex shader

We will need to update the vertex shader to accept a second lighting direction
and to compute a second L varying.

3.1. Add a uniform vec4 called lightPosition2.

3.2. Add a varying vec3 called L2.

3.3. Compute L2 from lightPosition2 in the same way that L is computed
from lightPosition.

4 Update the fragment shader

We will need to update the fragment shader to accept the new varying from the
vertex shader for the second light direction and to utilize it in computing the
diffuse and specular lighting components.

4.1. Add a varying vec3 called L2.

4.2. Compute a second coefficient of diffuse lighting called Kd2 from L2 in the
same way that Kd is computed from L.

4.3. Utilize the sum of Kd and Kd2 in the computation of the diffuse lighting
component.

4.4. Compute a second coefficient of specular lighting called Ks2 from L2 in the
same way that Ks is computed from L.

4.5. Utilize the sum of Ks and Ks2 in the computation of the specular lighting
component.

5 Update the JavaScript code

The JavaScript code needs to be updated to contain a second light position and
pass it to the shaders.

5.1. Add a variable called lightPosition2 just below the definition of lightPosition.

5.2. Set lightPosition2 to be the vector (1.0, 0.0, -1.0, 0.0).

5.3. Pass lightPosition2 to the shaders using the gl.uniform4fv() function
in the same way that lightPosition is.
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6 Extra credit extensions

For up to 3 percentage points of extra credit on your final course grade, submit
up to three of the following extensions before the final exam. Each extension
successfully implemented will be worth 1 percentage point.

• Make the direction of the second light controllable using user HTML
interface elements like those that control the viewing position OR animate
the direction of the second light.

• Make the second light a near-field source (so L2.w = 1) and add terms to
the Phong-Blinn equation that make the diffuse and specular illumination
fall off as a function of distance as discussed in lecture 7.

• Put the shape that you developed for homework 4 into this lighted viewer
and make sure that the lighting of this shape works the way you would
like. In particular, you might need to add more vertices to control the
smoothness of the faces of your model.

• Separate the color and light controls into the following, and allow them to
be controlled through HTML interface elements:

– Color of ambient light (vec4)

– Brightness of ambient light (scalar)

– Color of light 1 (vec4)

– Brightness of light 1 (scalar)

– Color of light 2 (vec4)

– Brightness of light 2 (scalar)

– Color of object material (vec4)

– Diffuse reflectivity of object (scalar)

– Specular reflectivity of object (scalar)

– Shininess coefficient α (scalar)

7 Record your model and moving viewer

7.1. Record a video of your viewer navigating completely around the model that
you have created. Use a screen-cast program like Quicktime or CamStudio.
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8 Submit it

8.1. Click on the “Save” button to save your fiddle.

8.2. Log in to Blackboard and open the dropbox for Homework 5.

8.3. Add the video of your fiddle to the submission

8.4. Paste the URL of your fiddle as part of the comment for your submission.
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